
PRAISE INTERNATIONAL

POSITIONAL ACTIVE CONFIDENT TRUST

NT GALATIANS 5:1, OT PSALM 16

Good Morning - 
 Camp went really well.
 July 12 – Prayer over 3 Rivers Festival – 247 Pearl
 July 21 – Servolution – Headwaters 12-2 pm – No Event – No Promotion – Simply embracing 

the DNA of the Kingdom by serving our City.

Last week I talked with you about the idea that True Faith in the Gospel is more than just agreeing on the
same set of facts or some kind of spiritual ascent to an idea about God.

The Good News of the Gospel is about the reality that God has invited us who were like aliens in a 
country and has allowed us to become Citizens of another Kingdom!  

 To become Citizens meant we had to Decide its true, Declare it from our mouth and 
Demonstrate Loyalty from our life.

Galatians 5:1 The Msg
Christ has set us free to live a free life. So take your stand! Never again let anyone put a harness 
of slavery on you.

It is for Freedom that Christ set us free...

Free for what?
 Free to be me.....but who are you really?
 What did God have in mind when He created man?
 Just to live independent of one another and do as we please?
 Free to choose what makes us happiest?
 Free to scribble outside the lines of societal accepted norms? 

The Mirror Translation
Christ defines your faith;  He is your freedom from anything the law could never free you from!  
Find you firm footing in this freedom.  Do not let religion trip you up again and harness you to a 
system of rules and regulations.

Let me be clear our freedom is NOT just to live free of religion!

Gal. 5:13-14
“For you were called to freedom, brethren; only do not turn your freedom into an opportunity for
the flesh, but through love serve one another. For the whole Law is fulfilled in one word, in the 
statement, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.”

Actually to live the way you were created to live....in a relationship marked by love

 A relationship of Love is marked by Trust beloved.....
 Freedom to live in a Loving relationship of Trust
 Freedom to Trust....the most trustworthy Person in the Universe!

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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I was only 9 years old when I came to this fine country.  
 But it was a short time that later that something happened to me on more than one occasion that 

had a dramatic affect on my life.  I had something happen that should have never happened to a 
boy who was not yet 12 years old.  

 That experience deeply impacted my ability to relate to others - when you are a childhood 
survivor of sexual abuse one of the first things that happens as a pre-adult is that you do not have 
the emotional IQ to process the extent of the violation.  

 On just some of the most basic levels - because a young child knows something happened that 
should not have and the default is then to blame yourself.  

 Then out of that shame and guilt to build a false exterior that is meant to protect and deflect.  
 One of the deepest fears was that I would be found out...because I was instinctively convinced

it was my fault.  
 Interesting is that in the work that Denise and I have done with survivors is this common theme. 

Shame followed by fear and self protection....
 ...so the choice to Trust really Trust becomes harder and harder.  The internal narrative of a 

survivor is one marked by mistrust - because the person that I trusted and I should have 
been able to Trust - violated and betrayed that trust.

What happens when you the person you should have been able to trust leaves your heart violated 
and betrayed?

 Or perhaps we should ask WHY did that person choose to violate trust?

Jesus on the night He was arrested following sharing the Passover with His friends and laboring in 
prayer....is arrested...

 who led the officials to Jesus to arrest Him?  
 And how did he identify Jesus?  A kiss.

Here is what I want you to know about a kiss in Jesus day.  
 It was more than just a sign of affection - in the first Century a kiss was a sign of Loyalty and 

Allegiance!
 Now consider this - the sign of Loyalty and Allegiance was the expression of betrayal!

Can you imagine the sheer pain of that moment?
 Its a pain that far too many of you like me are familiar with - the person I was counting on - 

took what was supposed the expression of loyalty in relationship for something else.

Now we need to ask Why?
 For real 30 pieces of silver was not that much....it was not about the money....
 Most scholars believe that Judas was motivated out a deep desire to force Jesus to use His power 

to rise up against those who were arresting Him.
 Judas wanted a King.....that would get him security, belonging and significance....

His betrayal....now watch this was about getting something he was sure he needed....
 And the means of getting was to stop trusting Jesus.....and choose another plan.

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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I want you to see this - betrayal was about getting what he needed by NOT trusting Jesus....

 but trusting that he could make it happen.....

You see that is what is behind virtually every sin since Genesis 3.....
 My need for security, belonging and significance.....can be meet apart from God.....
 Look you can meet your needs....just eat the fruit of the tree.

Before we gang up on Judas...
 May I remind you...what happened to the other 11?
 They all ran....
 They all Denied Jesus...they all decided....to no longer Trust Him.

Believing the Lie that our needs can be better met apart from God ....
 Oh yea that's the reality behind every moment we have ever betrayed God.....
 When we decide I can’t trust Jesus to give me security, belonging and significance....

If you don’t know who you are Trusting.....Loyalty - Trust will always be to hard....

Peter declared to Jesus earlier in that same evening....if everyone else leaves I will not....
 In the end he denies Jesus...now I want you to see this....
 Peters denial was based in his own bad news.....

Like me and virtually everyone in this room Peter had experience the deep pain of being left alone 
deciding who can he actually trust....

 ....and there he is alone....and believing he has only himself to count on he goes into self 
protection mode....and deny s Jesus....

Jesus looks at him....
 Scripture tells us that even when we are faithless he remains faithful....HOW?

Jesus betrayed...denied and abandoned....can you feel the depth of that pain?
 But HOW?

How could Jesus remain faithful in the face of betrayal.....
 He Decided to Trust the Loyalty of the Father!
 He Declares His agreement with His Father....I want them
 He Demonstrated the Love of His Father on the Cross.....

So its little wonder that John records in chapter 21 that 
 Peter and 6 other disciples are now 70 miles from Jerusalem....
 and by the way they had to walk....this took DAYS!

And where are they in John 21?

Right where Jesus found them in Luke 5.....fishing on the Sea of Galilee....

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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These 7 men who had witnessed Jesus life, death and even His resurrection....conclude that the 
only thing they can really count on is themselves!

 Jesus had told them to stay in Jerusalem.....
 John record that they saw this man invite them to cast their nets on the other side of the boat this 

is a repeat of what Luke recorded in their calling.  
 Then John recognizes Jesus and Peter runs to Jesus.  

Now notice that Jesus is not scolding...correcting or waiting for an appropriate apology....
 Jesus bring Peter back to the sights and sounds of Peters denial....
 Peter remember the smell and sound....when you choose not to Trust.....

Want you to see this....Jesus give this simple question....
 Do you Love me.....Decide to trust me....
 Do you Love me......Declare your trust....
 Do you Love me......Demonstrate your Trust....

Peter you can Trust me....Position is at the foot of the Cross....
 With your heart - your life your Future!

Here is the truth that I will say again.....
 I know that everyone here has experienced a violation of trust....
 I know that all of us have tried to make it work....
 Tried to get our needs met apart from God.....

Invitation
 You can trust Him with your heart
 You can trust Him with you life
 You can trust Him with  you future

The place of Trust is NOT 
 your religious affiliation
 your religious activity...
 in a Real Person.....wants to meet you at the Cross.

The Good News today – You can Trust Him!

Closing Prayer   - Communion
O God, you set us free in Jesus Christ
with a power greater than all that would keep us captive.
Grant that we might live gracefully in our freedom
without selfishness or arrogance,
to follow the way of the cross,
which frees us to love one another
for the sake of all creation. Amen. 
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